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Abstract: Simulation has become an indispensable technique for modelling and evaluating the1

performance of large scale systems efficiently and at a relatively low cost. ElasticSearch (ES) is2

one of the most popular open source large-scale distributed data indexing systems worldwide.3

In this paper, we use the RECAP DES simulator, an extension of CloudSimPlus, to model and4

evaluate the performance of a real-world cloud-based ES deployment by an Irish small and5

medium-sized enterprise (SME), Opening.io. Following simulation experiments that explored6

how much query traffic the existing Opening.io architecture could cater for before performance7

degradation, a revised architecture was proposed, adding a new virtual machine in order to8

dissolve the bottleneck. The simulation results suggest that the proposed improved architecture9

can handle significantly larger query traffic (about 71% more) than the current architecture used10

by Opening.io. The results also suggest that the RECAP DES Simulator is suitable for simulating11

ES systems and can help companies to understand their infrastructure bottlenecks under various12

traffic scenarios, and inform optimisation and scalability decisions.13

Keywords: Simulation, Modelling; ElasticSearch; DES; CloudSim; CloudSimPlus; Query; Work-14

load; Search engines.15

1. Introduction16

Search engines are central to our experience of the Internet and a critical building17

block in how we navigate an ocean of ever-expanding data. In the UK alone search18

engines were used by 94% of the adult population [1]. They are central to product19

and service purchase decisions and as such, are an important method for acquiring and20

retaining consumers for companies of all sizes [2,3]. While search engine interfaces are de-21

signed to be easy to use, there is a complex layer of data storage, classification/indexing,22

and partitioning technologies working in the background, all optimised for speed and23

relevant data extraction. Research suggests that the functional performance of a search24

engine, including aspects such as the relevance and usefulness of search results and25

speed, exerts a strong influence on user satisfaction [3]. At the same time, search engine26

providers operate under tight margins, while requiring high quality of service (QoS)27

levels.28

ElasticSearch (ES) [4] is one of the most popular open source large-scale distributed29

data indexing systems worldwide. Its scalable distributed design makes it capable30

of near real-time search query processing [5]. Optimally configuring search system31

resources to achieve fast query processing times, both at large- and hyper-scale, is a32

significant challenge. Performance optimisation using real production or testing envir-33

onments can lead to substantial resource provisioning costs and can take significant34

time to stage and evaluate experiments [6]. Simulation modelling offers a powerful35
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alternative solution that can reduce the effort, cost and risk associated with the optimisa-36

tion/experimentation phase [7–9]. ES search engine systems typically comprise three37

main architectural components - web crawling, indexing, and query processing. These38

components contribute to the efficiency and scalability of online search engines [10]. In39

order to realistically model and simulate an ES search engine system, the simulation40

model needs to take into account the following: (a) a realistic workload model in the41

form of requests sent by users to the search engine, (b) a virtual resource provisioning42

allocation agnostic of the complexities of the underlying data centre hardware, and (c) a43

data flow logic that is similar to the system implementation under examination.44

CloudSim is one of the most widely used platforms in both research and academia45

for modelling and simulating cloud computing infrastructures and services [11,12].46

CloudSim has been significantly extended since its first version due to its success.47

CloudSimPlus, in particular, enhanced many engineering features and aspects such as48

code maintainability, reusability and extensibility, allowing better precision, simplicity,49

and flexibility [13]. The load distribution on existing CloudSim models only allow50

cloudlets to be sent from one sender to one destination at pre-determined times, resulting51

in a one-to-one mapping between a cloudlet and a processing VM. The ES search engine52

has a distributed architecture that allows for parallel request processing and aggregation,53

which is not supported by the CloudSim [14,15] framework. To meet these needs,54

The RECAP Discrete Event Simulator (DES) was designed and developed [16,17]. The55

RECAP DES extends and introduces new simulation models to CloudSimPlus that take56

into account the distributed system behaviour of both the architecture and the workload.57

The RECAP DES was tested and validated by comparing simulation findings with KPI58

(Key Performance Indicator) traces collected from a live ElasticSearch cluster deployed59

in public cloud infrastructure by Linknovate.com [16]. The experimental results showed60

that the proposed RECAP DES simulator supports a range of aspects and features that61

may aid in search engine based system deployment and provisioning decisions such as:62

• Modelling and simulating a distributed data flow based on a hierarchical architec-63

ture;64

• Providing customised policies for distributing workload in a hierarchical architec-65

ture;66

• implementing synchronisation communication barrier between search engine com-67

ponents for data aggregation; and68

• Providing easy and flexible modelling that can be easily integrated with other69

CloudSim extensions.70

In this paper, our main contribution is the extension of the RECAP DES Simulator71

in order to model, simulate and analyse data traces for an Irish SME, Opening.io. The72

goals of this analysis are: (i) validate the RECAP DES in other real-world settings, (ii)73

provide the case site with feedback and insights on their current architectural design,74

and (iii) recommend and evaluate an alternative architecture that will enable them to75

handle larger traffic without service degradation.76

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly summarises77

selected related work. Section 3 introduces the case site, Opening.io. Section 4 summar-78

ises the modelling and simulation approach for the ES search engine used in the case79

site. Section 5 presents and discusses the simulation results of the existing Opening.io80

architecture and proposed revised architecture. The paper concludes in Section 6.81

2. Related Work82

Web search engines, such as ES, are multi-layered complex systems. Therefore83

system configuration and performance optimisation can consume significant time and84

resources. Using a live environment for testing, experimentation, and performance eval-85

uation are not always feasible due to cost and scale limitations. Simulation frameworks86

can be used as a better alternative to understand system behaviour and minimise real87

system testing effort [18].88
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There is a relative dearth of literature on simulating web search engines. There are89

a few research articles in this field. For instance, the Discrete Event System Specification90

(DEVS) formalism has been used to build search engine simulation models. Inostrosa-91

Psijas et al. [19] used DEVS to model large scale web search engines. To validate92

their approach, they compared web search engines through MPI implementation and93

process-oriented simulation. The DEVS approach was also used for search engine user94

behaviour modelling by Marin et al. [20]. Combining timed coloured Petri Nets, process-95

oriented simulation, and circulating tokens that represented search engine sequences96

of operations, they were able to measure the computational costs of search engine97

queries [20]. Both Inostra-Psijas et al. [19] and Marin et al. [20] use DEVS as their98

approach, and data sets sourced indirectly from hyperscale search engines i.e. Yahoo!99

and AOL, it is unclear to what extent the search engine reflects an actual real-world100

implementation and supports real-world feasible decisions. Indeed, the perceived utility101

of their outputs from the data set source is not confirmed. Nasution et al. [21] pursued a102

mathematical modelling approach developing an adaptive and selective approach for103

expressing the characteristics of a search engine based on information space constraints.104

While interesting academically, the data used to test their model is limited and it lacks105

real-world validation.106

As discussed in the previous section, Bendechache et al. [16] validated the RECAP107

DES using real-world ES trace data with an SME. They found that RECAP DES could108

predict system performance at different scales in an efficient, precise, and accurate man-109

ner. Despite the popularity of ES search engine, Bendechache et al. [16] is one of the few110

works that specifically looks at simulating ES search engines. In this paper, we further111

validate, extend and adapt the RECAP DES to model and simulate the performance of112

another real-world SME use case that uses ES search engine on a public cloud. In this113

respect, the study differs from previous works in that it focuses on data sets directly114

sourced from an SME to address a live real-world issue for the case site, and whose115

utility is confirmed by the case site. Furthermore, it uses a simulation framework built116

upon CloudSim, one of the most popular and accessible cloud computing simulation117

frameworks. This decision provides researchers and practitioners greater scope for118

future use and extension.119

3. Use Case: Opening.io120

Established in 2015 in Dublin, Ireland, Opening.io was named as one of Europe’s121

20 super AI, SaaS and enterprise start-ups in 2018. Opening.io leverages machine in-122

telligence on top of existing large-scale recruitment processes to accelerate and inform123

recruitment decision making and job-role matching. Most resumes are structured follow-124

ing a logical pattern, individual coherent sections covering particular distinct snapshots125

(time-wise and/or activity delimited) and are typically sorted by importance. Most126

highlight various skills, abilities and major experience gained over time. The core of127

Opening.io’s processes relies on an analysis of these relationships - both observable as128

well as latent - in jobs, candidates and interactions data, either unstructured information129

(raw job descriptions and resume text) or pre-existing relations (employment history,130

internal categorisation). Opening.io’s underlying system performs a number of functions131

including parsing and analysing resumes, information extraction, matching and rank-132

ing of candidates in relation to jobs, candidate skills inference and recommendations,133

CV summaries, salary recommendations, and intelligence around talent pools and the134

human capital ecosystem at large. In the process of distilling knowledge, vast amounts135

of information are being indexed. The ES cluster is a central component within the136

wider Opening.io system and can suffer relatively heavy traffic due to batch ingestion137

processes (jobs/ candidates imports) and high numbers of search queries performed in138

parallel. When such scenarios emerge Opening.io observes traffic spikes in the order of139

300 req/s (writes, ingestion) and 100 req/s (reads, queries).140
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In this work, we model and simulate the ES cluster within the Opening.io system.141

In particular, we simulate high traffic scenarios resulting from search queries (read,142

queries).143

4. Modelling and Simulation of Opening.io144

The Opening.io virtual infrastructure consists of an ES cluster composed of one ES145

Node and three Data Nodes. The ES node is also called the coordinator (master node)146

that is responsible for: (i) Distributing the queries among the Data Nodes; (ii) Managing147

and coordinating the query search results of different Data Nodes; and (iii) returning the148

query results to the user.149

Figure 1. A high level overview of the Opening.io architecture.

Three virtual Data Nodes are used for distributed data storage. The Data Nodes are150

responsible for storing and processing old and fresh data. The four nodes (ES and Data151

Nodes) are hosted in three virtual machines; VM0, VM1, and VM2, respectively. The152

three VMs are hosted on-premise in the same physical machine. Note that both the ES153

Node and one of the Data Nodes (Data Node 1) are hosted by the same VM (VM0), as154

shown in Figure 1.155

As previously mentioned, Bendechache et al. [16] demonstrated the RECAP DES156

using real-world ES trace data from Linknovate.com, one of the RECAP partners. How-157

ever, despite having the same goal of offering an ES service, Opening.io has its own158

system specificity, and therefore this study validates the applicability of the RECAP DES159

on a discrete system, independent of the RECAP project, and the extensibility of the160

RECAP DES in order to accommodate new idiosyncratic requirements. Indeed they161

different in terms of where data resides, the number of nodes that can be hosted in a VM162

at any one time, and the nature of their query traffic. In the Linknovate model, the ES163

Node collects partial query results from all Data Nodes in parallel then aggregate the164

results. In contrast, with Opening.io’s model, the entire query result resides in only one165

Data Node, therefore the ES Node forwards the query and get the results from a unique166

Data Node. Furthermore, in the Linknovate model, VMs can only host one node - an167

ES Node or Data Node at one time. In the Opening.io model, the VMs can host one or168

two types of nodes - Data Nodes only, or a Data Node and an ES Node. Furthermore,169

Linknovate is characterised by only one type of traffic query, (read, queries), whereas170
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the Opening.io model has two types of query traffic, (read, queries) and (write, queries).171

Finally, the Opening.io model is characterised by three types of read queries that differ172

from each other with respect to their service times; the Linknovate model only has one173

type of read query.174

Table 1 summarises the capacities of the different VMs comprising the architecture175

of Opening.io.176

Table 1: Opening.io VM features

VM-ID Data Node CPU (#Cores) RAM (GB) STORAGE (TB)
VM0 ES Node & Data Node 1 4 64 1
VM1 DataNode 2 4 64 1
VM2 DataNode 3 6 64 1

4.1. Infrastructure Model177

The infrastructure simulation model of Opening.io was designed and implemented178

to capture the actual analytics engine architecture design provided by the company.179

Opening.io deploys its infrastructure in VMs residing in one single powerful physical180

machine with VMs communicating with each other through the physical machine’s181

virtual network. As such, the infrastructure simulation model does not focus on the182

network architecture per se; it only focuses on the application level.183

4.2. Application and Workload Propagation Models184

Application behaviour for the simulation experiment is realised by implementing a185

modelling concept that captures data flow through multiple interconnected, distributed,186

components (nodes) in the Opening.io ES search engine.187

Opening.io’s architecture contains a set of VMs which can host one or two nodes188

(Data Nodes only or Data Node with ES Node) as shown in Figure 1. Each Data Node189

contains data files that are indexed by the ES Node. The ES Node takes advantage of190

the indexing to speed up the redirection of each query to the Data Nodes that contain191

the targeted data files. Requests considered by the Opening.io ES search engine are192

characterised by the fact that their entire result resides in only one Data Node. Therefore,193

the ES Node forwards the query and gets the result from a unique Data Node.194

The ES search engine is characterised by a distributed architecture with parallel195

request processing and coordination behaviour. The ES Node forwards the query to the196

targeted Data Node, collects the result, and returns it as the result of the query. The ES is197

also co-hosted in the same VM as one of the Data Nodes (Data Node 1) to which it sends198

a query/gets results. While this has the advantage of avoiding the latency of inter-VM199

network connections, it might lead to an overload of the CPU and RAM usage of the ES200

and the Data Node (See Figure 1).201

Events and task in the RECAP DES simulator are defined by cloudlets. A cloudlet202

represents a submitted job. As such, to simulate the Opening.io workload, each query203

is modelled as a series of cloudlets moving through the system’s nodes (as shown in204

Figure 2).205

Provided that a node is capable of running a cloudlet, the cloudlet’s execution time206

is determined by: (i) the cloudlet’s overall computational cost, (ii) the total amount of207

available CPU per VM, (iii) the number of cores the cloudlet can use in parallel, and (iv)208

the amount of CPU and RAM instructions the cloudlet can use at any given time.209

In ES, the workload is distributed among the nodes depending on a variety of210

criteria e.g. the data can be distributed based on the frequency of access to a particular211

type of data that resides in a particular node in the system. In the case of Opening.io, the212

workload (requests) is distributed over the Data Nodes depending on the type of query213

they address (three types based on their service time). Figure 2 shows the application214

and workload propagation models. As shown, a collection of cloudlets is created and215
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Figure 2. Modelling the application and workload propagation of Opening.io using the RECAP
DES.

executed sequentially when a query is launched. The first cloudlet is executed at the ES216

Node. Then, another cloudlet is sent to the targeted Data Node with the appropriate217

file (query results). Finally, another cloudlet is sent from the Data Node to the ES as the218

result of the query. Therefore, our simulation produces a total number of cloudlets equal219

to Cloudlet_no = 2 + n to model a query load, where n is the number of Data Nodes220

queried by ES. In the case of Opening.io architecture, n = 3.221

5. Simulation Results222

The main goals of modelling and simulation of the Opening.io system are:223

1. to validate the RECAP DES in a real-world context;224

2. to evaluate the response time while varying the query traffic in the system to see225

how much query traffic can be handled by the Opening.io system;226

3. to propose a new and improved architecture for Opening.io that can cope with a227

large increase in the number of requests per second.228

4. to evaluate the response time while varying the query traffic in the improved229

Opening.io architecture to show the advantages of the proposed architecture over230

the existing design.231

5.1. Data Set232

To run our experiments, we used a real query data set provided by Opening.io. The233

queries were submitted to the Opening.io search engine between 13:28:00 and 13:47:00234

on October 15, 2019, and there are three types of queries. The queries differ from each235

other in terms of service time (provided in the data set). Each query targets one Data236

Node to return the query result. In this paper, we refer to the three queries in three237

different colours, red-query, blue-query and green-query. Table 2 summarises the mean238

service time of each of these three queries types.239

5.2. Existing Opening.io Architecture: Response Time vs Query Traffic240

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Opening.io architecture by241

looking at the query response time while varying the query traffic (number of queries242
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Table 2: Characteristics of the queries used

Query Name Targeted Data Node Mean Service Time (ms)

Red-query Data Node 1 21
Blue-query Data Node 2 17

Green-query Data Node 3 19

received by the system at the beginning of the simulation). The goal of this experiment243

is to determine the number of queries per second the system can handle.244

We monitor the query response time while varying the number of queries/requests245

per second received by the system. Note that we use the terms queries and requests246

interchangeably. Figure 3 represents a box plot (min, max, lower quartile, upper quartile)247

that shows the query response time based on the number of queries the system receives.248

Note that the prominent black dots in the figures show outliers of simulation results.249

Figure 3. Query response time achieved with different query traffic volumes. The red dotted line
represents the threshold (barrier) of 1 second beyond which queries affect the response time of
those received in the following second.

The query response time increases gradually with the query traffic. The query250

response times for the blue and green queries take less than a second to run up to 140251

Requests (Reqs), i.e., 46 Reqs for each type. The response time for the red queries starts252

to exceed the one second threshold (the barrier represented by the red dotted line in253

Figure 3) for running the 140 Reqs traffic. Below this threshold, the system is capable of254

handling 140 Reqs with no requests impacting on those arriving in the following seconds.255

Beyond that threshold, the execution of requests arriving at a time t would impact the256

response time of those arriving at time t + 1, and thus creating a snowball effect on the257

response time.258

Figure 4a shows the performance degradation slope within 10 seconds time interval259

for the query traffic of 140 Reqs/s. The goal of this experiment is to show that the260

increase in query response time for the traffic of 140 Reqs/s is slow. For the first second,261

only one type of query (i.e., red) exceeds the one second barrier. As we progress in time,262

the other types of queries are also affected and take more time to finish. For example, we263

can see that in the second 2, the green queries take longer than one second. The response264

time of the blue queries increases slowly with time and does not exceed one second until265
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(a) Traffic of 140 requests during ten seconds. (b) Traffic of 150 requests during ten seconds.

(c) Traffic of 180 requests during ten seconds.

Figure 4. Query response time achieved for a traffic of (a) 140, (b) 150 and (c) 180 requests during
ten seconds

the 9th second. This means that the traffic of 140 Reqs/s is the load at which the system266

starts to slow down but with a moderate slope.267

Figure 4b shows that as we increase the query traffic to 150 Reqs/s, the query268

response time increases faster. This is due to the fact that the system is more stressed269

and slowing down faster.270

Figure 4c shows that the query response time increases even faster as we increase271

the query traffic to 180 Reqs/s. This is explained by the fact that we are approaching the272

saturation point. In fact, all three queries exceed one second execution time from the273

first second. All the queries in the system are delayed due to the waiting time.274

5.3. Proposed Opening.io Architecture275

Following our initial simulation and the insights derived from the experiment276

results, a revised architecture for the Opening.io ES architectures was proposed with the277

goal of improving its performance.278

The basic architecture of Opening.io contains three Data Nodes, one of them (Data279

Node 1) resides in the same VM as the ES Node (VM0). Therefore, these two nodes are280

sharing/competing for the same resources (CPU and RAM). Having fewer resources281

results in the response time of queries executed in Data Node 1 (i.e. red) being more282

impacted than the response time of other types of queries. This can be seen in Figure 4c.283

Furthermore, sharing resources in VM0 also negatively impacts the performance of the284

ES Node. While there is no direct monitoring of this performance, indications of this285

impact are reflected in the response time of queries run on the other Data Nodes (blue286

and green).287

In this section, we propose and evaluate a new architecture that separates the ES288

Node from Data Node 1 by migrating Data Node 1 to another separate VM (VM3) as289

shown in Figure 5. The proposed Opening.io architecture contains four VMs instead290

of three. In this architecture, VM0, which hosts the ES Node, acts only as an ES Node,291
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indexing and coordinating the Data Nodes. Data Node 1 is relocated into its own VM292

(VM3) with 4 CPU cores, 64 GB of RAM and 1 TB of storage. The main goal is to alleviate293

and distribute the load on the ES Node and Data Node 1, and verify how the system294

will handle larger query traffic.295

Figure 5. High level overview of the proposed revised Opening.io architecture

We repeat the same experiments to evaluate the query response time while varying296

the query traffic using the same three types of queries (red, blue, and green) as done in297

the sub-section 5.2. Figures 6a and 6b compare the query response time achieved by the298

existing Opening.io architecture and the proposed architecture.299

(a) Existing Opening.io architecture. (b) Proposed architecture

Figure 6. Comparison of query response time achieved with different query traffic volumes. The
red dotted line represents the threshold (barrier) of 1s, beyond which queries affect the response
time of those received in the following second.

Figure 6b shows that the system reaches the threshold (red discontinuous line) at a300

later point than with the existing system. In fact, the system executes up to 240 Reqs/s301

of all three types of queries in less than one second. This means that the system can302

handle comfortably up to 240 Reqs/s. This is due to the ES Node and Data Node 1 each303

running in separate VMs giving them more computational resources (CPU and RAM) to304

process their tasks.305

5.4. Discussion306

The current Opening.io architecture assumes one ES Node and three Data Nodes.307

These nodes are hosted in VMs, and the ES Node shares a physical node with one308

Data Node (Data Node 1). As the ES Node is the coordinator, and therefore a central309

component of the Opening.io architecture, we propose a new arrangement to improve310

the system performance as a whole. By introducing an additional VM to separate the311
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ES Node from Data Node 1, simulation results suggest that the proposed architecture312

could handle greater query traffic than the current architecture used by Opening.io.313

Isolating the ES Node (separating the ES Node and Data Node 1 into two different314

VMs) dissolved the bottleneck and, as a result, the ES Node was able to process more315

requests since it had more computational resources available for executing its tasks.316

In the proposed architecture, it could respond to 100 additional read Reqs/s. As we317

increase the query traffic beyond 240 Reqs/s, there is a divergence in query response318

times in line with the results from the simulation of the existing Opening.io architecture.319

By adopting a simple strategy of adding a new VM, we could improve the Opening.io320

architecture performance by 71% more requests. Since the addition of a VM may result321

in more cost for the owner, a simulation tool acts as a decision support system regarding322

infrastructure changes. In this case, no changes were proposed at the software level, for323

examples, new resource allocation algorithms, and therefore additional strategies and324

mechanisms could be proposed to further improve performance.325

6. Conclusion326

In this work, we have described and modelled Opening.io architecture. First, using327

and adapting the RECAP DES, we simulated the ES cluster implementation based on328

historical data provided by Opening.io. Next, after the simulation experiment results329

analysis, a revised architecture for Opening.io was proposed and modelled. Finally,330

the new application model then was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed331

architecture using the updated RECAP DES.332

The goal of modelling and simulating the Opening.io system was to validate the333

RECAP DES using real-world data from a system independent of the original RECAP334

project. Specifically, we wished to explore the utility of the RECAP DES in understanding335

system bottlenecks under various traffic scenarios in order to correctly provision and336

scale up Opening.io ES-based services. The analysis aimed to understand the software337

performance by analysing cluster metrics and employ the findings to fine-tune ES and338

supporting indexing infrastructure.339

To this end, the goals of the study were achieved. The study demonstrated that340

the RECAP DES could be used in different ES implementations to provide insights on341

deployed ES systems and to optimise architecture design. First, our simulation provided342

important insight into Opening.io capacity planning identifying threshold points at343

which QoS starts degrading and additional resources must be provisioned i.e. at 140344

Reqs/s. This assisted the company to understand its existing system architecture and345

informed the revised architecture. Second, the RECAP DES enabled us to evaluate the346

performance of the revised architecture and justify re-architecting the existing system.347

The proposed architecture resulted in a significant performance improvement i.e. 71%348

more requests before service degradation when compared to the existing architecture.349

Moving forward, we plan to extend the analysis to consider other performance350

metrics, such as delay and processing time, and examine the impact of additional351

VMs and different on these metrics. We also intend to use our proposed simulator352

to model and simulate larger real-world use cases and extend the complexity of the353

models to explore a wider set of performance metrics. As indicated earlier, we focus354

explicitly on changes at the virtual level, future work can explore additional software-355

level interventions.356
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